
Automation Engineer:

Now Login into the account to which the role is assigned in the directory.
Choose an token and click on login, we can see RAS home page with
intermediate login and choose the customer account (for example demo in
our case). Then go to the automate.io and then test-> automate.

TEST-.Automate:- is used to test the processes according to the
scenarios.

In this form list of roles will be visible which are assigned to a particular
person.Choose the role to which the testing should be performed.



After choosing the role, list of Scenarios will be opened along with the
tasks available in the scenario. Add sample data to the task form and
test it. After successful testing, change the status to “customer
validation completed”, if the testing has completed without any issues.
Once the status has updated to “customer validation completed” it is a
sign of scenario exit.

GO LIVE:

Golive is not visible until and unless the status changed to “customer
validation completed” . Golive is used to check the status of the
appspace before deploying, i.e whether each and every scenario has
come for exit or not.



Change the status to Customer validation completed once the customer is
satified. By clicking on Update Appspace the changes will be saved & appspace
will get LIVE.

DEPLOY.IO

 Deploy.io is used to deploy the application after the successful
completion of testing the application.

 Once the story is made upon the customer requirement, then
packaging & automating appspace needs to be done. After successful
completion of automating appspace the next step is to Deploy the
process to the customer, it can be done using deploy.io.



 Click on Setup & then on my appspaces:- List of appspaces along with
the status will be shown. Deploy the application by clicking on
“deploy” in order to get the appspace in to the operations cloud.

 The list of Appspaces will be shown as shown below along with the
status, Change it as deploy.



My Installations:

Click on My installation, This form is same as my installation in the
automate.io, but the difference is that is in dev cloud and this is in
operations cloud. Install the packages in operations cloud in order to get
the application live.

Packagewise Installations:

Packagewise installations is same as my installations form but the
difference is ,here we need to choose the appspace and it displays only
the processes list which are available in that appspace only i.e. list of
processes will be shown with respect to the appspace.



ROLE:

Role templates are converted into roles in this form. It’s mandatory to
convert the role templates into role in order to make the application
live.



Directory: - it is used to create the member same as shown in
automate.io, but its optional



Initilization:

Intialization form is used to setup intial data to the organization in the
bulk format. Even the data can be added individually to the task by
clicking on the task form.

Personalization:

Personalization is used to change Logos, personalize the themes,
layouts, set preffered language to the Application.

In Deploy.io we can see personalization tab as shown below

By clicking on Personalization tab we can the Globalization as shown
below.



When we click on Globalization we find two menus like

1. Personalization

2. Localization

1.Personalization:

In personalization, we have the following

1. Layouts: Layouts form is used to change/edit layouts

2. Branding: Used to change/apply branding logo to the application.



1.Layout:

When we click on layouts form then below screen appears,user needs to
select the application & form.There user can see the applied layout ,
user can change the layout.

To see the applied layout click on applied layout in the above screen the
below screen appears,the below shown is the applied layout.



To change the layout, click on change layout then the below screen is
appeared.

In the above screen select the desired layout & preview is available. If
user is satisfied with the layout he can apply it.

Preview:

When we select different layouts in the dropdown click on preview then
that layout preview for that form will appears like below



2.Branding:

In personalization tab when we click on Branding form, the below screen
appears.

When we want upload a new logo then upload new logos in the logo
variable in the above form. Otherwise click on already uploaded logo in
the report preview once and then click on apply to apply that logo. This
applied logo will be seen in menu container page in ROC/RAS If we want
to delete that logo click on view Branding save and delete that Logo.



2.Localization:

Localization is used to change the language for the application. In this we
can find thelanguage conversion, view added languages.

When we click on Localization tab the below screen appears,

In that , click on Localization form then below screen appears.

In the above screen we will add different languages based on users or
customers locality.

When we click on Localization form then below screen appears. Here
user needs to select the application & language to apply language to the
selected application. Here we select menu data once and form data
another time.



After clicking on submit Action the below screen appears, save those
application variables in .CSV file.

After saving that .csv file then convert that .csv file into Xcel(.xls) in
online converter.

After that upload that Xcel file into the online Google translator to
translate that file content into the selected language .

When we click on Language converter form the below screen appears,



In the above screen select those application to be converted into
selected language and upload that Xcel file (.xls) and select data to be
uploaded.

Initially the menu container menu will appears like this.

After selecting language in the dropdown then the menu will appears
like below,



3. Menu Forms:

Menu form is used to provide an index value to Module, feature, Task.

Module Feature Mapping:

After selecting the module the features available in the selected module
are displayed, then provide the feature name, Feature index

Similarly it is done for Feature to Task mappling, Task to Task group
mapping.


